[Magnetic resonance of the brain: comparative assessment of conventional sequences versus fast sequences].
The conventional Spin-Echo sequences have been the most used acquisition techniques on Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) of the brain, since the beginning of 1990s. Recently, however, technological developments proposed such new fast acquisition techniques, with a dramatic reduction in acquisition time as Gradient Echo, Turbo Spin Echo, Gradient Spin Echo ed Echo Planar sequences. We investigated the comparative adequacy of the new fast sequences, in brain MR studies versus conventional sequences, on medium field strength MR equipment (.5 T). On in vitro exams S/N ratio was evaluated and on in vivo study C/N ratio between white substance grey substance and fluid were evaluated, in 15 healthy volunteers. All the exams were carried out on Philips NT5 Gyroscan MR unit operating at .5 T, with 15 mT/m power gradients. Both conventional and fast sequences Spin-Echo (SE), Inversion Recovery (IR), Gradient-Echo (GE), Turbo Spin-Echo (TSE), Gradient Spin-Echo (GRASE) and Echo Planar (EPI), all optimized to obtain T1, T2 and T1-IR weighted images, were performed. The sequences were evaluated separately comparing different acquisition techniques relative to the same type of contrast (T1, T2, and T1-IR). The results indicate the superiority of the fast acquisition techniques, both in terms of quality and acquisition times, except for T1-weighted images, where the conventional Spin-Echo sequences confirmed to be superior. In conclusion, the present study suggests that fast acquisition techniques can improve the conventional protocol of sequences, in the anatomical representation of the normal brain even with medium field strength equipment only on T2 and T1-IR weighted images. On T1-weighted imaging conventional SE acquisition technique is still the best choice. The time saving obtained with fast sequences can therefore be used for an overall improvement in the quality of images, and to apply accessory acquisition plans on routine exams.